
 

 
 

 
 
 

Questions for Wednesday, March 8th, 2023. 

 
Set by: Arnhem Quiz Services 

 

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not 
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom 
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics are 
purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for “Theodore 
Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer. 

In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page 
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions) 

 
 

 



Individual Round 1  
 
 

1. Founded in 1988, which gambling company has its headquarters in Dublin? PADDY POWER 

2. Who composed the tone poem ‘Finlandia’ in 1899, revising it in 1900? Jean SIBELIUS 

3. Malta and Comino are two of the three islands in the Maltese archipelago. What is the third? GOZO 

4. What is the maximum engine size for a 17-year-old on a ‘light motorcycle’ in terms of CC’s?  125 

5. A statesman and politician like his son, what was the first name of Winston Churchill’s father? RANDOLPH 

6. Although he had appeared a few months earlier in a test screening of ‘Plane Crazy’, what 1928 film is 
generally accepted as marking the full debut of Mickey Mouse? 

STEAMBOAT WILLIE 

7. Which veteran presenter announced in January that he was leaving Radio 2? KEN BRUCE 

8. ‘Under Milk Wood’ is set in what fictional Welsh village? LLAREGGUB 

9. In which 2010 film, now a five-film franchise, did the Minions first appear? DESPICABLE ME 

10. Having held the post under Boris Johnson, who was reinstated as Health Secretary in October? Steve BARCLAY 

 



Team Round 2 
1. UK GEOGRAPHY – NEIGHBOURS.  
a) With how many counties does Suffolk share a land border? THREE 

b) Of the thirteen historical Welsh counties, which coastal county had Caernarfonshire and Cardiganshire as 
neighbours? 

MERIONETHSHIRE 

c) Which county in Northern Ireland shares borders with County Armagh and County Antrim? COUNTY DOWN 

2. RULES AND REGS. Part 1 – Rules.  
a) “Bollocks to the rules! We’re strong – we hunt! If there’s a beast, we’ll hunt it down!” A quote from which 

famous 1954 novel? 
LORD OF THE FLIES 

b) The automobile must be in sight; you must be outside; you must have your shoes on; and when a group of 
people are travelling in multiple vehicles, you have to specify the vehicle. Examples of ‘rules’ for calling 
what? 

SHOTGUN 

c) Written by a Welshman, and published in 1867, what eventually superseded the London Prize Ring Rules? Marquess of 
QUEENSBERRY RULES 

3. ALFIE MIX.  
a) Films. In the 2004 remake of the 1966 film, who played the title character? JUDE LAW 

b) Pop. In the lyrics of a 2007 Top 20 hit, who claimed to have a younger brother called Alfie who was wasting 
his life away by staying in his room, playing computer games, and smoking weed? 

LILY ALLEN 

c) Sport. ‘Alfie’ is the nickname of retired Welsh rugby international Gareth Thomas. What position did he 
primarily play? 

FULL BACK 

4. FOUR OF EACH GENDER. Part 1 – female.  
a) Appearing from its creation in 1958 to its end in 2001, what was The Bunty’s longest-running story?  THE FOUR MARYS 

b) Which British royal has four granddaughters - Savannah, Isla, Mia, and Lena? PRINCESS ANNE 

c) Meg, Jo, Amy, and …? Which of the four sisters in ‘Little Women’ is missing?  BETH 



Team Round 2 (Continued) 
5. IN-LAWS AND OUTLAWS. Part 1 – In-laws.  
a) Played by Geoffrey Hughes, Onslow is brother-in-law to which leading character in a 90s tv sitcom? HYACINTH BUCKET 

b) Until his death in 2020, who was Catherine Zeta-Jones’ father-in-law? KIRK DOUGLAS 

c) Anne Hyde lived from 1637 to 1671, and was the first wife of James, Duke of York. Who was her mother-in-
law? 

HENRIETTA MARIA of 
France 

6. OPENING LINES. Part 1 – Music.  
a) “By a lonely prison wall / I heard a young girl calling / ‘Michael, they are taking you away …’”. The opening 

lines to what song, written in 1979 in the style of an Irish folk ballad? 
THE FIELDS OF ATHENRY 

b) Other than the title, the opening lines of what 80s no.1 are: “Poor old Johnnie Ray / Sounded sad upon the 
radio …”? 

COME ON, EILEEN 

c) “Pack up all my cares and woes” is the opening line to which 1920s standard? BYE BYE, BLACKBIRD 

7. HISTORY – THE TUDORS.  
a) In what castle was Henry VII born? PEMBROKE 

b) Whom did Lady Jane Grey marry in 1553? Lord Guildford DUDLEY 

c) For what have the names of Perkin Warbeck and Lambert Simnel gone down in history? PRETENDERS TO THE 
THRONE 

8. FACEBOOK REACTION EMOJIS.  
a) Originally there was just the one – ‘Like’. How many are there now? SEVEN 

b) The emoji depicting amazement or extreme surprise is accompanied by what three-letter word? WOW 

c) What emoji with a four-letter name was introduced for the Covid crisis, but has been retained ever since? CARE 



Individual Round 3 Not the traditional wedding anniversary gifts round. 
 
 
1. What is the full name of L.B., a female English sports star who was awarded an MBE in the 2023 New Year’s 

Honours? 
LUCY BRONZE 

2. In the very first episode of ‘Eastenders’, who had murdered Reg Cox? NICK COTTON 

3. “She wanted to be Betty Grable” and “She sings songs for the lost and the lonely” – lines from which 1977 
Top 10 hit? 

PEARL’S A SINGER 

4. What was the name of the girl who had a dog named Alistair in a children’s TV programme that ended in 
1974? 

CRYSTAL TIPPS 

5. What word follows ‘Extreme’ in the name of a leisure pursuit that involves doing a household chore in a 
bizarre and often dangerous situation? 

IRONING 

6. When asked what his name was in ‘Back to the Future Part 3’, Marty McFly used the name of which real-life 
actor and director, who rose to fame in a trilogy of 1960s Westerns? 

CLINT EASTWOOD 

7. Jack Haley played a farmhand named Hickory in a 1940 film. What other part did he play? The TIN MAN 

8. Paul McCartney and Stevie Wonder topped the charts with what song in 1982? EBONY AND IVORY 

9. Who was the joint chairman of West Ham Utd. from 2010 until his death on January 4th this year? DAVID GOLD 

10. In the title of a 1940s film that starred Cary Grant, what three words followed a chemical element, often 
used as a poison, whose atomic number is 33? 

AND OLD LACE 

 



Team Round 4 
1. SCIENCE.  
a) Anatomy. What is the more scientific name for the gullet? OESOPHAGUS 

b) Physics. Hadrons are particles that interact through the strong nuclear force. What name is given to 
particles that do not interact in this way? 

LEPTONS 

c) Zoology. By what method does a rattlesnake make its rattle? SHAKING dead tissue in 
ITS TAIL 

2. BUTLERS.  
a) Who acted as butler to Princess Diana until her death in 1997? PAUL BURRELL 

b) What was the real first name of British politician ‘Rab’ Butler, 1902-1982? RICHARD 

c) Who was the 6’ 9” actor who played the part of Lurch, the butler, in ‘The Addams Family’? TED (acc. Theodore) 
CASSIDY 

3. OPENING LINES. Part 2 – Literature. What novels began with these words?  
a) “The terror, which would not end for another twenty-eight years — if it ever did end — began, so far as I 

know or can tell, with a boat made from a sheet of newspaper floating down a gutter swollen with rain.” 
(1986, one word.) 

IT 

b) “It was the day my grandmother exploded.” (1992, three words.) THE CROW ROAD 

c) “Whether I shall turn out to be the hero of my own life, or whether that station will be held by anybody 
else, these pages must show.” (1850, two words for title as it is generally known.) 

The Personal History of 
DAVID COPPERFIELD 

4. FOUR OF EACH GENDER. Part 2 – male.  
a) Since 2000, with which long-running TV programme would you associate the Balanescu Quartet? UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE 

b) ‘J’ (the author), George, and Montmorency the dog – who was the fourth male in the novel ‘Three Men in a 
Boat’? 

HARRIS 

c) In the entertainment world, Jamie Cook, Nick O’Malley, Matt Helders, and Alex Turner are collectively 
known as what? 

ARCTIC MONKEYS 



Team Round 4 (Continued) 
5. THE MR. MEN IN FRENCH. How are these French Mr. Men known in English?  
a) Monsieur Atchoum. MR. SNEEZE 

b) Monsieur Pressé. MR. RUSH 

c) Monsieur Méli-Mélo. MR. MUDDLE 

6. RULES AND REGS. Part 2 – Regs.   
a) Living from 1917 to 1998, who was the cartoonist who created the Andy Capp cartoons? REG SMYTHE 

b) In the original 1970s TV series, what was Reggie Perrin’s middle name? IOLANTHE 

c) In the Ruth Rendell detective novels, what is the name of Reg Wexford’s wife? DORA 

7. AMERICA.  
a) What was the surname of the explorer and navigator, 1451-1512, from whose first name the term 

‘America’ is derived? 
VESPUCCI 

b) In 1959, Hawaii and Alaska became the last to join the USA. Name either of the previous two, who joined 
in 1912.  

NEW MEXICO or 
ARIZONA 

c) On the Great Seal of the USA, the eagle is holding thirteen what in its left talon? ARROWS 

8. ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL – IN GOAL.  
a) Newport County goalkeeper Tom King is in the Guinness Book of Records for scoring the longest goal in 

soccer history. To within two metres either way, what was the distance?  
96 METRES 

b) Small plastic goalposts, only 5cm tall, and with a tiny ball in the middle that dangles on a thin thread, are 
designed to be used where? 

IN MEN’S URINALS 

c) After a traffic accident in 1972, who had to have around 200 stitches to his face, as well as a hundred 
micro-stitches inside the socket of his right eye? 

GORDON BANKS 



(Second Half) Individual Round 5 
 
 
1. In mathematics, what name is given to a line that touches a curve at some point, but, even if extended, 

does not cross it? 
TANGENT 

2. What is the first name of Wallace’s love interest in ‘A Close Shave’? WENDOLENE 

3. “If you hear a clap of thunder / But there is no sign of rain / Then you know it must be …” whom or what? CHAMPION the Wonder 
Horse 

4. How many feet are there in a chain? 66 

5. Name the electric car battery start-up from Blyth, Northumberland that went into administration on 
January 27th. 

BRITISHVOLT 

6. In which 1999 film does Julia Roberts play actress Anna Scott? NOTTING HILL 

7. What type of drum can also be a type of trap? SNARE 

8. The police force from which county recently fined “a 42-year-old man from London” for failing to wear a 
seatbelt while filming a social media clip? 

LANCASHIRE 

9. In recent ads for ‘Compare the Market’, what is the name of the wombat who is Aleksandr’s nephew? CARL 

10. Sudbury, Stowmarket, and Beccles are towns in which English county? SUFFOLK 

 



Team Round 6 
1. ROBIN HOOD.  
a) The earliest known ballads featuring Robin Hood are from which century? 15th 

b) In the 1973 Disney film, which famous British actor voices Prince John, who is represented as a lion? PETER USTINOV 

c) From the earliest ballads, what was the name of the member of the ‘Merry Men’ whose father was a 
miller? 

MUCH 

2. SCIENCE AND NATURE.  
a) What instrument is used to measure the humidity of gas or the air? HYGROMETER 

b) Guillemots are members of the Alcidae family. How is this family of birds more commonly known? AUK 

c) Kniphofia is the botanical name for what colourful and distinctively-shaped flowers? RED-HOT POKER 

3. THE HUMAN BODY.  
a) What is scotopic vision? BEING ABLE TO SEE IN 

THE DARK or very dim 
light b) On what part of the body can you find Ebner’s glands and Weber’s glands? TONGUE 

c) What is the Latin term for the upper jawbone? MAXILLA 

4. REAL NAMES.  
a) Born in 1913, whose real name was Leslie Lynch King Jnr.? GERALD FORD 

b) Born in Toronto in 1990, Abel Makkonen Tesfaye uses what stage name? (He dropped the ‘e’ to avoid 
copyright issues with a Canadian band of the same name.) 

THE WEEKND 

c) Born in Yorkshire in 1943, under what name has actor Krishna Pandit Bhanji found fame? Sir BEN KINGSLEY 



Team Round 6 (Continued) 
5. DOUBLE DECKERS.  
a) On 17th January, in which English county did a double-decker bus overturn after an incident involving a 

motorbike? 
SOMERSET 

b) In the 60s film ‘Summer Holiday’, the double-decker bus is originally destined for the South of France. To 
which European capital city is the destination changed? 

ATHENS 

c) Consumer research in the mid-80s led to what being removed from ‘Double Decker’ chocolate bars? RAISINS 

6. PUB GAMES.  
a) Darts. In the majority of nine-dart finishes at 501, how many points altogether are scored in the 20 

sectors? 
420 

b) Cards. In Bridge, how many games must be won to win a ‘rubber’? TWO 

c) Table skittles. How many balls are used in this game? ONE 

7. CHILDREN’S LITERATURE.  
a) “Words … is oh such a twitch-tickling problem to me all my life” is a quote from what book? THE BFG 

b) Eric Carle’s third book was inspired by a hole punch. What was the title? THE VERY HUNGRY 
CATERPILLAR 

c) Which 1812 novel by Johann David Wyss opens with a family in the hold of a sailing ship, while a great 
storm rages? 

THE SWISS FAMILY 
ROBINSON 

8. FILMS – THE 2020s.  
a) In the title of a film that won five Oscar nominations in 2021, what two words follow ‘Ma Rainey’s’? BLACK BOTTOM 

b) What is the name of Kenneth Branagh’s 2021 film about a young boy’s childhood in Ireland at the start of 
The Troubles? 

BELFAST 

c) ‘Avatar, the Way …’ - what two words complete the title of the 2022 sequel to the 2009 original? OF WATER 



Individual Round 7 ECHOES. 
 
 
1. Robin Hood. Despite a lack of historical evidence that he ever lived, Little John is reputed to be buried in 

which Derbyshire village? 
HATHERSAGE 

2. Table skittles. What three words precede ‘Tailors’ in the alternative name for this game? DEVIL AMONG(st) THE 

3. ‘The BFG’. What is the name of the little girl who, other than the giant himself, is the central character? SOPHIE 

4. The ‘Mr. Men’ books. Fill in the missing word in the question that led to Hargreaves writing the series of 
books: “Daddy, what does a (BLANK) look like?” 

TICKLE 

5. Butlers. With what sport do you associate Edward Thomas Butler, who died last September? RUGBY UNION 

6. Reggie Perrin. In the first series, Reggie is unhappily employed as a sales executive by which company? SUNSHINE DESSERTS 

7. America. We call this car part a silencer. What word do Americans normally use? MUFFLER 

8. Darts. What name is given to the act of winning a leg by hitting a single, a double, and a treble of the same 
number? 

SHANGHAI 

9. In goal. Renamed in 2010, what award is given to the best goalkeeper at the FIFA World Cup finals? GOLDEN GLOVE 

10. ‘Little Women’. The book had two sequels, both also having two-word titles. Name either. LITTLE MEN or JO’s BOYS 

 



Team Round 8 
1. TODAY’S THE DAY.  
a) Who is the former Home Secretary (1985-89) and former Foreign Secretary (1989-95) who is 93 today? DOUGLAS HURD 

b) The composer of the British coronation marches ‘Orb and Sceptre’ and ‘Crown Imperial’ died on this day in 
1983. What was his name? 

WILLIAM WALTON 

c) On this day in 1963 , after a coup d’etat, the Ba’ath party came to power in which country? SYRIA 

2. NOT THE CAKE SET.  
a) Who was the radio character, an intellectually-limited teenager, who often suffered as a result of the 

schemes of arch-villain Hercules Grytpype Thynne? 
ECCLES 

b) What is the first name of Mr. Clare, a farmer who is Tess’s husband in ‘Tess of the d’Urbervilles? ANGEL 

c) What song was often sung by Huckleberry Hound in his cartoon shows? Oh MY DARLING 
CLEMENTINE 

3. MUSIC, NON-POP.  
a) Jazz. What instrument did Miles Davis primarily play? TRUMPET 

b) Classical. The ‘Habanera’ (from act 1) and the ‘Toreador Song (act 2) are among the best-known arias from 
what opera? 

CARMEN 

c) Music hall. In the title of an old song, Yorkshireman Joseph Jagger was said to have broken what? The BANK AT MONTE 
CARLO 

4. GOATS.  
a) In ‘The Three Billy Goats Gruff’ fairy story, where did the fierce troll live? UNDER A BRIDGE 

b) What was the six-letter name of the goat in Orwell’s ‘Animal Farm’? MURIEL 

c) In a frequently-heard soccer debate, why does Lionel Messi sometimes have the letters G.O.A.T. after his 
name? 

Stands for GREATEST OF 
ALL TIME 



Team Round 8 (Continued) 
5. IN-LAWS AND OUTLAWS. Part 2 – Outlaws.  
a) In what area of law-breaking did Anne Bonny achieve fame? PIRACY 

b) How was the outlaw Harry Longabaugh better known? The SUNDANCE KID 

c) In what decade were Bonnie and Clyde shot dead in an ambush by six law-enforcement officers? 1930s 

6. GEOGRAPHY – AFRICAN CAPITALS ENDING IN ‘A’.  What is the capital city of …  
a) … Zambia? LUSAKA 

b) … Eritrea? ASMARA 

c) … Tanzania? DODOMA 

7. FOOD AND DRINK.  
a) Porridge oats, honey, whisky, raspberries, and double cream are the ingredients for what Scottish dessert?  CRANACHAN 

b) What sort of foodstuff is ‘fougasse’? BREAD 

c) White rum, mint, soda, lime, and sugar – ingredients for what popular cocktail? MOJITO 

8. QUOTATIONS. Who said?  
a) “I’m not afraid of dying. I just don’t want to be there when it happens.” (Born 1935.) WOODY ALLEN 

b) “They misunderestimated me”, and “It's a time of sorrow and sadness when we lose a loss of life.” (Born 
1946.) 

GEORGE W BUSH 

c) “Man is born free and everywhere he is in chains”, and “I prefer liberty with danger than peace with 
slavery.” (Born 1712.) 

Jean-Jacques ROUSSEAU 



Beer Round 
This evening’s topics are: musicals; more ‘Not the cake set’; and ‘Little Miss’ in pop music. 
1.   
a) Oscar winner Jane Darwell’s final screen appearance was in which minor role in ‘Mary Poppins’? The BIRD WOMAN 

b) Large statues of characters from the Beano and Dandy comics can be found in which British city? DUNDEE 

c) In terms of chart hits, ‘Little Miss Dynamite’ was the most successful female artiste of the 60s. What was 
her stage name? 

BRENDA LEE 

2.   
a) In ‘The Phantom of the Opera’, managers receive an instruction to leave what number box empty? FIVE 

b) What is the stage name of Leigh Izaak Francis, born in Leeds in 1973? KEITH LEMON 

c) In 1992, ’Little Miss Can’t Be Wrong’ reached no.23 in the UK and no.17 in the US. Which group 
performed it? 

SPIN DOCTORS 

 
Spare Questions 
 

1. To within 2% either way, roughly what percentage of the sun’s mass consists of hydrogen? 73% 

2. On January 17th this year, what significant anniversary was celebrated by ‘BBC Breakfast’? 40 YEARS 

3. Croatia was one of the losing semi-finalists in the recent FIFA World Cup. Who was the other? MOROCCO 

 


